Introduction

Leisure can be seen as a multiple possibility of visualization of local society and urban life. It is necessary to think of leisure as a symbol, a new reference for civilization, a representation, from the end of the XIX century to the beginning of the XX century. A place of exhibition and emotion manifestation, leisure, turns out to be a solid meaning of practice of multiple configurations, expression possibility and social diversity. The control of these emotional manifestations, that is directly proportional to a degree of civilization of a society, presenting itself in two forms: one individual, in the form of self control and social control, in the form of a behavior code and of a standard behavior.

To situate leisure in the modern world means to identify changes, to understand continuation, recognize diversities and reveal inequality. The contrast and the co existence of old manifestations and ways of life not dis solved living with the new one, with new habits and customs.

In order to identify leisure as a strategic element to know society, it is necessary to understand its meaning, analyzing it deeply in a long duration process, where the beginning point is the multidisciplinary approach, that is, in a way among sociological, psychological and historical aspects.

Cultural habits cannot be analyzed as if they obeyed a predetermine objective, because they depend on power configurations among individuals and among groups, which are dynamic and are based on interdependent relations.

The concepts of society and individual, inter related, where any transformation occurred in the personality structure of the individual being (psychogenesis) produces a series of transformations in the social structure in which the individual lives in. The same way, the several transformations which occur constantly in the structures of society (socialgenesis), produce changes in the personality structure of individual beings which they consist of.

It is also necessary to observe, that the growing of impulse, emotions and feelings self control is a fact to be observed in contemporary society and that the internalized repression brings out other meanings for the search of pleasure. It is duty of leisure studies to reveal complexities of this path constructed socially.

Theory Basis

Leisure presents social problems which were neglected by many sociology experts due to not turning off standards, categories and dominant values of mind thinking of western societies.

The act of neglecting leisure, as an object of reflection and sociological research can be united to the absence or low status of it as a topic covered by books and theories of the main chains, because it is accused of going to the negatively valued side of a group of dichotomies conventionally known and put one over the other, like the ones between work and leisure, body and mind, seriousness and pleasure, economical and non economical phenomenon, rational and irrational, useful and useless. Leisure is reduced and not valued as an activity with its own significance and meaning. As a result, it is not considered a social problem as important as the ones associated to necessary business and serious things of the economical and political life.

Due to the problems referred above, Dunning puts out a distinction between free time and the whole category, and leisure, which should be treated in a more specific way. All the leisure activities are developed during the free time, but not every free time is occupied with an activity.

Leisure activities tend to involve a choice element which is stronger, along with something which is called, at least to what refers to a relatively civilized society, the lack of control of controlled emotion control. Elias and Dunning, outline a preliminary typology about the free time activities, searching for the same characteristics of the leisure activities, in summary in three topics:

- Activities related to free time routine, subdivided in routine provision of biological necessities and the care with his/her own body, and still family routine and house chores.
- Intermediate free time activities, aimed to the formation, self development and self satisfaction, subdivided in private voluntary work or for him/her self, religious activities, hobbies, participation in associations, reading and others.
- Leisure activities subdivided in formal and informal social events, communal activity, leisure, parties; game activities or games of elevated level of organization ( such as a soccer game), participate as a viewer of these activities, participate in group games of lower level of organization ( walks or dance); sporadic mix of fun and multifunctional activities.

The leisure activities that are established within social limits allow emotional experiences which normally are not experienced in routine activities. Elias and Dunning comment that leisure activities are a category of activities in which the routine restriction of emotions can be, up to a determined point, reduced public ally and with social approval, more than any other. The individual can enjoy pleasant feelings, without endangering others and himself. But the risk component is present, being part of the pleasure, and through it, it is possible to challenge the rules of a routine life (up to a determined point).

The category of number three contains activities provide the destruction of routine, the "uncontrolled" control of restrictions on the impulses and the emotional manifestations. In this case, human beings can experience the activities in which the routine emotion restriction reach a reduced level, with social approval, more than in any other part of life.

Two variables to be considered which characterize the leisure activities. The first one concerns the level of social compulsion, which is much lower, that is, the voluntary choices are higher compared to the other parts of the day by day routine. The second variable is about the lower social embarrassment in which the person is exposed in leisure activities. In complex societies, the leisure activities are planned from the upper level of individual choice, giving pleasant feelings.

The leisure activities cannot be considered as individual activities, but as activities developed by individuals dependent of rules established by a determined group of individuals. Leisure activities are actually individual activities, * they are communications received or sent by people inside specific groups.

Decisions taken during leisure offer a wider field of action for individual entertainment and relatively spontaneous if compared to the other parts of life. As the authors expose, * they represent a part of life which offers more opportunities to people to experiment a nice emotion stimulation, a fun stimulation that can be experienced in public, shared with others and enjoyed with social approval, and good conscience, established within social limits.

Leisure activities present specific characteristics related to the civilization stage: fun, repugnance to violence, but what is more characteristic is the possibility of experimenting strong emotions in public, willing to give collective manifestations of excitement different from the serious excitement known in the day by day routine of life.

The leisure activities related to leisure activities, as social area of liberation of restrictions due to the non-leisure, is to allow controlled excitement and good emotions. The term that Elias uses is mimetic. The structures of mimetic organizations are not more than forms of representation of a fantasy world, and the mimetic sphere consists of a distinct and full part of social reality. There are possibilities of living nice sensations in what we consider the "serious part of routine life", but mimesis is related to the renewal of tensions.
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Leisure activities turn the creation of tensions possible, cheering up feelings, above all in an imaginary sphere, where fear or pleasure, sadness or happiness, among other feelings, are called out and put in contrast.

Leisure in Curitiba

What did leisure mean to the people who lived in Brazilian cities in the end of the XIX century and beginning of the XX century, and mainly in the city of Curitiba? Where was the place of leisure of the society of Curitiba, in human relations of a society that was beginning to become complexed and more refined, confirming itself in an urban space?

The leisure places (theaters, new cinemas, new parks, clubs and associations) where the people of different economical status. The nights in the city of Curitiba, the Guayra and Hauer Theaters, presented dramatic play companies, operas and concerts, the small theaters and clubs only allow members to watch the presentations. They all have music, representation, poetry and art. It is also inside the theaters where the first cinematography movies are shown, which became very requested of turned out to be of high financial exploration.

And this way the city changed with the public spaces, theaters, cinemas, amusement parks, squares, coffee bars, and ballrooms. Curitiba was having fun in public. People had fun in the evenings watching the military marching bands in front of the town squares, or in the carousel of Coliseu Curitibano, where there were also the cinema, the skating rink, bands and a great bar service. All that, in the healthiest entertainment in ballrooms and coffee congers; at night time, the healthy entertainment in ballrooms and coffee congers.

On weekends, numerous families had picnics in leisure areas, especially in parks of the beer companies, or going for nice walks along the Botanical Garden, Public Zoo, created in 1886.

Another privileged area for leisure in Curitiba was represented by the clubs: recreational, sportive, charity, for music and gymnastics. They were spread all over town, due to the big immigration of German people in associate activities. Among the German clubs of that time, there were Thalia, Deutscher Sagerbund (present Concórdia), Teuto Brasileiro (present Duque de Caxias), Handwerker (present Rio Branco), and others. There was the Polish club, Sociedade de Educação Física Juventus; The Italian clubs, Sociedade Dante Alighieri and Sociedade Garibaldi; the Ucranian club, Sociedade dos Amigos da Cultura Ucrania; the French clubs, Sociiedade Gauloise, Caxim Curitibano; the women association in clubs such as the Violets and Bouquet, Curitibano Club of the high society and many others.

The clubs also opened options for a new kind of activity which became a big hit in 1910: the practice of exercises with bigger muscles. Brought to by the German immigrants, sports found their way in inside many associations built for this reason. While soccer and rowing were considered man sports, women dedicated themselves to basketball, tennis, bike riding, gymnastics and even mountain climbing.

The high level clubs found a problem with places that were already tradition in some cities in Paraná: the game houses. The clubs were specifically for balls, theater, things related to literature, poetry reading, music and poetry sessions and meetings to discuss politics and social gatherings.

The city's culture life was also intense. From the part of the society, which had origins from Portuguese descendents, we could see a search for trying to imitate the culture from the royalty. The activities from immigrants began to grow higher in the clubs, churches and schools. Besides maintaining habits, the mother tongue, food and housing, there was also the habit of keeping strong their culture for their music, theater, and dance. The process of combining the population of Curitiba with these habits has been done in a traditional way, and began in the lower level of society. In 1880, a law was established legalizing the cheerful sum's name given to balls that were held in German immigrants houses. In these balls, other immigrants could participate, slaves, Portuguese descendents, poor people and even young people from very rich families.

Curitiban Club

The brief presentation of the birth of this traditional club in Curitiba, tries to visualize part of the local society, using leisure and its manifestations as an element for strategical analysis.

It was founded on September 25, 1881 in Lindemann Room by the aristocrat group of Curitiba in that time. The first president was Commandor Iidegasmo Pereira Correia (who became Baron of Corro Azul in 1886), an industrial businessman, a man who sold wood and mate, and a pioneer in the bank business in town.

Curitiban Club was born due to the wish of the rich people to have something different from what the immigrants were creating, a place for people born in this country and also to have a carnaval group to go in competitions. And also for these rich people to have a place where they could meet, for culture and leisure reasons.

On December 8 of that same year, the first session for rule making was held, where the director was chosen and all of the rules approved. These rules defined the objectives of the club, how it would promote useful fun time, recreational and instructional games and activities, like dance, games, lectures and reading. To be a member of the club the person should be older than 18 years old, have an honest occupation, and show good manners, and being presented by the director or one or more members of the association. On January 6, 1882, all of these requirements were filled in by thirty-five men from traditional families from the capitol of Paraná.

Its educational power for young people was decisive, for the austerity of costumes and conduct line were always important qualities for those who wished to be part of the association. Dignity in social life, by the costums, education and work, were final factors to help decide if the person could be part of the club.

The first moments of the club held activities like: balls, games such as pool, domino, chess, some card games and bar service. In a city with not a lot of leisure activities, where the favorite pastime was the game, a real addiction, and dance.

Curitiban Club came also to fulfill a blank space regarding to black tie balls. Bringing sophistication to town, the balls, in the end of the century were a reference to refinement.

The first years of the XX century were characterized by a city that was beginning to have modern things, part of this was due to the immigrants, but also because of the initiative taken by its governants. In the leisure area, theater was a great success, competing with the new cinemas brought to town, the building of parks and squares for the entertainment of the population. Curitiba offered conditions for a good social and cultural life, and now more sophisticated.

It was from this new city that Curitiban Club was born and influenced the society. Inside the club there were spaces for politics discussion, or discussion of ideas in general, the intellectuals of the city had their space for discussion, creation of magazines and lectures, a cultural exchange and cultural and educational meetings.

All of this had a great educational role in the club activities, giving the associates the opportunity to have information and culture. Curitiban Club became to its members a school for civilization, giving them constant knowledge for the new generations, educating them for the society and giving them all the information needed to live among others in an “up front” society.
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